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Mage pre bis vanilla wow classic guide

For the slots with only a single option it’s because that piece is by far the best option for that slot. For example the Bloodvine set is BiS until AQ40. If you're looking to be competitive, make sure to start getting your PvP rank ASAP. Ogre boss, Ok’thor the Breaker. (Horde) in Blackrock Depths Trinkets Briarwood Reed Draconic Infused Emblem Eye of
the Beast Burst of Knowledge Two-Hand Ironbark Staff Lord Valthalak's Staff of Command Amethyst War Staff Rod of the Ogre Magi Elemental Mage Staff Trindlehaven Staff One-Hand Mindfang Elemental Attuned Blade Dark Whisper Blade Demon Blade (of Frozen Wrath) Witchblade Mind Carver Inventor's Focal Sword Arathi Basin — Exalted Sack
of Spoils reward from Bor Wildmane quests in Silithus Sack of Spoils reward from Bor Wildmane quests in Silithus World drop BoE Darkmaster Gandling in Scholomance Prince Tortheldrin in Dire Maul West Tinkerer Gizlock in Maraudon Off-hand Tome of the Ice Lord Scepter of Interminable Focus Drakestone (of Frozen Wrath) Tome of the Lost
Spirit of Aquementas Ranged Wand of Biting Cold (Frost) Bonecreeper Stylus Ritssyn's Wand of Bad Mojo Lunar Wand (of Frozen Wrath) Lethtendris's Wand 2. Trinkets for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1There's one notable change for Mage Trinkets in SoM, with Draconic Infused Emblem being added. Recommended BiS Helm Enchant:
Arcanum of Focus, reward from Libram of Focus.Shoulders for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1It's a simple choice for Mage shoulders, coming back to the old reliable Boreal Mantle. This mainly comes down to the set bonus which provides a massive 23 spell damage, but these boots are also incredibly strong by themselves, so it's well worth
getting into PvP. These gloves are very impressive as Mages struggle to reach the Hit cap and these are a rare item that provides both a solid amount of spell damage and some hit. For more gearing advice, please refer to our Mage DPS Gearing and Best in Slot guide for the Season of Mastery. Simply enough, it just gives the most spell damage and
it's easy to get. Remember to also pick up Icefury Wand while leveling, it will do the job until you get the PvP quest reward, and it can be obtained as early as level 30. There are two very powerful picks now available, with Nacreous Shell Necklace coming in as BiS, providing better stats than any alternatives, while Arcane Crystal Pendant is also a
strong pick, which comes from a level 52 quest. This guide will list the recommended gear for Mage DPS while they prepare for their first raids, picking up gear from from dungeons, professions, world drops, reputations, and instances.If you are interested in Season of Mastery gear from raids in Phase 1, please check out our Phase 1 Best in Slot
List:Mage DPS Phase 1 Best in SlotSeason of Mastery brings many changes to Classic World of Warcraft and the Mage BiS list. Last updated on Mar 07, 2022 at 00:36 by Seksixeny 3 comments On this page, you will find the best gear and best in slot items from Pre-Raid content for your Mage DPS in WoW Classic's Season of Mastery. There is a new
incredibly powerful option Rune Band of Wizardry, which comes in as BiS, above even Freezing Band. This head piece is overloaded with stats, providing a whopping 36 increased spell damage and 1% hit. This weapon is insanely good, almost rivalling even the incredibly sought after Azuresong Mageblade from Molten Core. After using it, you'll want
to swap back to Briarwood Reed and Eye of the Beast which remain as two very strong picks. Neck Diana’s Pearl Necklace – Drops from Cannon Master Willey in Strat Live. Additionally, there is also less reliance on Freezing Band for those looking to min-max, as we have a very good ring dropping, which was previously available in the later phases.
2021: Fixed some typos and added more gear options to wands, weapons and legs. However, Scepter of Interminable Focus is also a new and incredibly powerful pick that you can go for if you don't want to PvP and, of course, remember to pick up the good old Spirit of Aquementas as you level in Un'Goro. 15 Nov. Belt / Waist Ban’thok Sash – Drops
from Arena in BRD. Head / Hat Spellweaver’s Turban – Drops from General Drakkisath in UBRS. Legs for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1The PvP set shines in the leg slot, with Legionnaire's Silk Legguards / Knight-Captain's Silk Legguards combining with the boots to become a formidable duo of items. These shoulders are easy to obtain and
simply provide the most beneficial stats, however, the PvP option is a very close alternative and does provide a touch more Mana and HP. Alterac Valley reputation is also the fastest to grind out, so you should be able to get this in no time. Overall, the list looks quite different from Classic Phase 1 pre-raid, so make sure to check it out piece by piece.
Recommended BiS Leg Armor: Arcanum of Focus, reward from Libram of Focus.Feet for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Like with the Leg slot, the PvP feet Blood Guard's Silk Walkers / Knight-Lieutenant's Silk Walkers are the best option. 2022: Updated with Zul'Gurub gear. Recommended BiS Bracer Enchant: Greater IntellectHands for
Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1SoM brings some excitement to the glove slot for Mages, with Sorcerer's Gloves making an impactful entry in Phase 1. The former is by far the best, but does require Exalted reputation with Arathi Basin factions, so will take a long time to get. While we are only listing the Horde versions of the PvP set and PvP
reputation gear, equivalent versions can be found on the Alliance side, with the same requirements, cost and stats. Shoulders Cloak / Back Chest Wrists / Bracers Weapons Wand / Ranged Welcome to Wowhead's Pre-Raid Best in Slot Gear list for Mage DPS in WoW Classic Season of Mastery. So, while Archivist Cape is the BiS pick, it will take some
time (and luck) to get, so you may be better off trying to buy a Master's Cloak on the auction house or just go for Amplifying Cloak. 2021: Guide added for the Season of Mastery. You should be saving your gold and leveling Tailoring for this one alone. There aren't really too many good options, and the two best picks are both random enchantments.
Recommended BiS Shoulder Enchant: Chromatic Mantle of the Dawn requires Argent Dawn Exalted.Back for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Cloaks are a bit annoying for Mages in pre-raid. Eye of the Beast Horde – Ony attunment reward. However, this may take a while to obtain, so you may need to visit the auction house, or do a few Dire
Maul runs for Sublime Wristguards. Between the massive spell damage, crit chance, and Mana regeneration active, its just impossible to beat. Recommended BiS Cloak Enchant: Chest for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1It's another classic item reigning supreme in the chest slot for Mages, with Robe of the Archmage continuing to be far
superior to its competition. The other options are also decent, but all three are still beat by the BiS main hand + off hand combo. This means we'll no longer need to spend a fortune if we want to maximize damage and can instead obtain one of the two BiS options from dungeons. With that being said, Hands of Power are still very good, so it is very
close between the two.Recommended BiS Glove Enchant: Riding SkillWaist for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1The addition of PvP almost shakes things up in the waist slot. This makes it a BiS pick simply for the active effect, which is the only +spell damage active before raids. Slot Item Source Helm Spellweaver's Turban Champion's Silk
Cowl Crimson Felt Hat Master's Hat (of Frozen Wrath) Green Lens (of Frozen Wrath) Neck Diana's Pearl Necklace Arcane Crystal Pendant Star of Mystaria Tempest Talisman Shoulder Champion's Silk Mantle (2-set) Burial Shawl Boreal Mantle (Frost) Bought from the PvP Vendor at Rank 10 Side bosses in Scholomance Warder Stilgiss in Blackrock
Depths Cloak Crystalline Threaded Cape Archivist Cape (of Frozen Wrath) Mageflame Cloak Master's Cloak(of Frozen Wrath) Amplifying Cloak Spritecaster Cape Sack of Spoils reward from Bor Wildmane quests in Silithus Archivist Galford in (main-entrance) Stratholme World drop BoE World drop BoE Magister Kalendris in Dire Maul West
Houndmaster Grebmar in Blackrock Depths Chest Robe of the Archmage Bloodvine Vest Master's Vest (of Frozen Wrath) Freezing Lich Robes (Frost) Robe of Winter Night (Frost) Wrists Dryad's Wrist Bindings Flameweave Cuffs (of Frozen Wrath) Tearfall Bracers (of Frozen Wrath) Master's Bracers (of Frozen Wrath) Sublime Wristguards Gloves
Blood Guard's Silk Handwraps (2-set) Inferno Gloves Hands of Power Frostweave Gloves Earth Warder's Gloves Belt Ban'thok Sash Defiler's Cloth Girdle Clutch of Andros Thuzadin Sash Frostwolf Cloth Belt Legs Bloodvine Leggings Flarecore Leggings Legionnaire's Silk Legguards Outrider's Silk Leggings Skyshroud Leggings Spellshock Leggings
Frostweave Pants Boots Bloodvine Boots Blood Guard's Silk Walkers (for set bonus) Omnicast Boots Master's Boots of Frozen Wrath Dragonrider Boots Tailoring Bought from the PvP Vendor at Rank 7 Golem Lord Argelmach in Blackrock Depths World drop BoE Warchief Rend Blackhand in Upper Blackrock Spire Rings Rune Band of Wizardry Don
Mauricio's Band of Domination Freezing Band Maiden's Circle Songstone of Ironforge (Alliance) / Eye of Orgrimmar (Horde) Lord Valthalak in Upper Blackrock Spire Darkmaster Gandling in Scholomance World drop BoE World drop BoE The Princess's Surprise (Alliance) / The Princess Saved? Boots / Feet Bloodvine Boots – Crafted by tailors with
sufficient ZG rep. 16 Nov. Gloves / Hands Sorcerer’s Gloves – Received from the tier .5 quest chain. Head for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1SoM shakes things up immediately for Mages, with Spellweaver's Turban coming in as an absolute BiS pick. Both items already provide solid stats, but with a set bonus giving 23 spell damage, it's
impossible to miss. Recommended BiS Weapon Enchants: SpellpowerWands for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Again, PvP does wonders for Mages, with Wand of Biting Cold coming in as a very strong Wand pick. You will be looking for gear with a lot of (Frost) Spell damage, Spell Hit, and Spell Crit, with Stamina being a secondary, but still
important (especially for Soul of Iron hardcore players) concern. Alliance – Quest reward from Letter dropped by Overlord Wyrmthalak in LBRS. With that being said, it's quite a long grind, so it may not be worth it. More of a healer ring so don’t expect you taking it over a healer to be kindly received. It has been improved with PvP coming in phase 1,
allowing Dryad's Wrist Bindings from Warsong Gulch to be the best option and one that doesn't rely on luck to obtain. Recommended BiS Feet Enchant: Minor SpeedNeck for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Season of Mastery shakes up the neck slot for Mages a ton. 1. Ban'thok Sash still reigns supreme due to the importance of Hit, however,
Defiler's Cloth Girdle/Highlander's Cloth Girdle comes in as a very strong challenger offering some impressive stats. Changelog 07 Mar. Two Handed Weapons for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1There are three new Staves coming in Phase 1 thanks to SoM,Ironbark Staff/Ironbark Staff, Lord Valthalak's Staff of Command and Rod of the Ogre
Magi. You'll be keeping this one for a while. Instead, you can aim for a Frost Damage Bloodstrike Dagger or a much more reliable Witchblade.Also, remember that a main hand + offhand combo is almost always better for Mages in SoM, as they provide a whole lot more of the important stats like spell damage and crit. For some I also provided a
second option because said piece drops from a boss no one ever does / wants to do. Recommended BiS Weapon Enchants: SpellpowerOff Hands for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Again, PvP comes in huge for Mages, with Tome of the Ice Lord being a very powerful pick with a whopping +34 to spell damage. Rings Trinkets Briarwood Reed –
Drops from Jed Runewatcher in UBRS. Rings for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1SoM also plays a big role in the ring slot for Mages. We also have access to the dungeon 2 set Sorcerer's Regalia, which provides some very strong items. This includes gear such as Boreal Mantle and the infamous Bloodvine Set, which you can buy and is
extremely powerful when compared to most other pre-raid BiS pieces! This list contains gear from: dungeons, blue PvP sets (up to rank 10) and reputation gear. Mage Season of Mastery Pre-Raid Best in Slot (BiS) List This is the pre-raid gear we recommend for getting ready for raiding in the current Season of Mastery phase. When there is two
options or more, I put multiple options because they are, for the most part, equal and interchangeable depending on your personal preference and luck in dungeons. Further Lists If you feel you are ready to take on the raids that WoW Classic's Season of Mastery has to offer, you may wish to consult our raid gear best in slot lists for Mage below. Legs
Bloodvine Leggings – Crafted by tailors with sufficient ZG rep. Burst of Knowledge – Drops from Ambassador Flamelash in BRD. Main Hand Weapons for Mage DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Thanks to PvP being active in Phase 1, we have a powerful new BiS in Mindfang / Sageclaw. Recommended BiS Chest Enchant: Greater StatsWrist for Mage
DPS in Season of Mastery Phase 1Wrists are another RNG heavy slot for Mages. Honestly, its very close between the two and you could get away with using either, but Hit feels more important. There are a ton of different items available from Phase 1, which have a huge impact for Mages, especially on the Pre-Raid Bis.First of all, PvP gear is available
from the get-go, meaning the good old 2 set bonus from Champion's Arcanum once again plays a huge role. Show more Show less Vanilla WoW Guides Guide Type: Classes Class: Mage Here you can find a list of pre-raid gear for your Mage for World of Warcraft Classic. Mage Season of Mastery Phase 1/2 Best in Slot Gear Mage Season of Mastery
Phase 3/4 Best in Slot Gear Mage Season of Mastery Phase 5 Best in Slot Gear 3.
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